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�Guilherme Curty�s Razor Card is evolutionary and revolutionary.  That
is, it takes a unique plot and develops its puzzling components and
dramatically changes how the plot entertainingly plays and stays in
the minds of lay audiences.� --Jon Racherbaumer

For complete
details on this

incredible effect�
look on page 3!
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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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From Egelo Magic-Norway
We are pleased to join

with Egelo Magic-
Norway, in presenting
this exciting new card
miracle�Exclusively�

in conjunction with
Guilherme Curty!

Razor Card
A Tribute To Varone!

Spectator chooses a card from a
regular deck of cards and signs it.
The card and deck are placed into
the card case and also a �double edge
razor blade� is then dropped into the
case.  The card case, with cards, is
then shaken vigorously and the deck

of cards is taken out, the chosen card has been cut into pieces and the pieces fall
out separately!  The spectator is then asked to put the pieces together, ala puzzle
method. When the card pieces are placed together, it is the chosen card! BUT
WAIT... for the fantastic climax!  The card pieces are turned over and �Lo and
Behold� the spectator�s signature is on the backside of the card!

Original magic is very hard to find! While there have been a few previous razor
card type effects, nothing we have ever witnessed or researched comes even close
to the dynamic and awe-inspiring real magic as Guilherme Curty�s Razor Card.

You will marvel at its secret!  Your audience will truly be amazed!  You will present
a card effect entirely different than most all others!  If you perform card miracles or
enjoy the secrets of card magic, then THIS EFFECT IS FOR YOU!

�  No Trick Deck
�  No Palming

�  No Switching
�  Safe To Perform

�  Signed Card Can Be Given To Spectator
� Not Just Another Card Trick

�Guilherme Curty�s Razor Card is evolutionary and revolutionary.  That
is, it takes a unique plot and develops its puzzling components and
dramatically changes how the plot entertainingly plays and stays in
the minds of lay audiences.� --Jon Racherbaumer

 $45     s&h incl.
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Magic Wagon Presents...
Pencil Without

A Middle
Micro magic at it�s very
best from our friends at
Magic Wagon!

A beautifully decorated cabinet
along with a pencil are displayed
(a borrowed pencil can be
used). A pencil is placed on a
stand and a cabinet is placed
over, leaving both ends of the
pencil in full view. The
performer then pulls the center
section of the cabinet straight
up, opens the front door of the
cabinet and the middle section
of the pencil is completely
GONE!

The back door is removed and
the audience can see right
THROUGH the cabinet! The
performer then waves his hand
behind the pencil, shows both
sides of the cabinet and the
pencil's middle is simply not
there. It's a great miniature
illusion.

The method is very old but it is
still one of the very best optical
sciences ever created. Due to
the method used, the illusion is
best viewed from eight feet or
more away.

Each cabinet is delicately hand-
crafted from genuine teak and
nicely adorned with brass
hardware.  The cabinet is 4-

inches tall, 4.5-inches wide and 3.5-inches deep.

Due to the level of complexity and amount of work involved, this specific
item is offered only in a limited quantity.

$350 s&h incl.
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New From Wayne Rogers

FORCE 4
Stevens Magic is very excited to be
offered the Exclusive on this fantastic
new tool from Wayne Rogers!

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder
and shows four envelopes. As he passes along
a line of four spectators, each one chooses an
envelope. The spectators have an absolutely
FREE choice of any envelope.

EVERY choice is under the performer's
control... Imagine the possibilities!

FORCE 4 does exactly what the name suggests... it allows you to force four
envelopes or folded papers in a very fair manner.

Originally designed for Wayne's own chair test �Signs of Chaos�.  FORCE 4 can
be used in many types of routines. Serious Mentalists and magicians in general will
find a use for FORCE 4 in their act. As a special bonus for family entertainers,
included are two fun and fully scripted routines from Jim Kleefeld.

Full contents include:  SIMPLE CHAIR TEST, THE NAME TEST, COLOR
TEST, MYSTERY BAG AND BANK NITE BONUS, BODY LANGUAGE WITH
FORCE 4, SIGNS OF CHAOS (Wayne Rogers), CHARACTER-EYES (for School
Shows by Jim Kleefeld).

FORCE 4 can be used as a
regular writing pad if desired.
It is designed to use either A4
or Letter size paper.

A website has been set up for
updates and additional
routines. Purchases of
FORCE 4 will be able to
access the site and, with the
password supplied with the
product, download additional
content as it is produced.

�You have a MASTERPIECE! Totally
unique�it's completely different from anything else... This is
AWESOME! You have a winner!� --Neal Scryer

  $160     s&h incl.
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Brand New From Pete Biro
Comedy Linking

Ring Saw
Magician is frustrated, trying to get two
linked rings apart. In desperation, he
brings out a saw.... and saws or cuts
through a ring, but he�s no farther ahead
because now he not only hasn�t gotten
the rings apart, but the saw is now linked
to the rings!

Finally, he gets the saw loose and
continues on with his routine.

Comedy Magic at its best! A favorite of
Pete�s for many years. I remember years
ago when he showed me the only one
he had and then showed me the routine.
It killed. One of the staples of Pete�s act
has been the linking rings.

At least 30 years ago, a small hacksaw
was marketed in England, but they are

no longer made, and the persons involved, long ago left the game. Previous models
sold for $145, worth it to some but still high priced. I was able to put a couple
prototypes together and showed them to some friends, and after doing so came
up with a sizzling new method for this which I include.

The product is easy to use, can be performed easily close-up and will work with
just about any size rings from the popular 5-inch Ninja size, up to about
a 10-inch ring. I have not tried it with larger rings, but would think it would  work
just as well.

In addition to the unique prop and written instructions, you will also
receive a DVD showing some basic handling.

  $50     s&h incl.
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Coins Done Right

Darwin�s
Ungimmicked Coin

Bucket Routine
At long last... we�ve found the perfect coin
bucket!  It rings like a church bell!
Specially made for the Miser�s Dream
routine.

The magician shows an empty bucket. He
plucks coins out of thin air and tosses them
into the bucket...it creates the LOUDEST
RING you've ever heard! Easy to do.  No
difficult moves.  No gimmicks. Built to last
forever.  Darwin explains each move
and teaches his famous routine as
well! Comes complete with an
instructional DVD.

Highly recommended for professional
stage entertainers. We're proud to offer a product that we believe is the best that
money can buy.  Compare prices and you�ll see what a bargain this is!

Bucket Dimensions (Height x Base x Mouth) Approximately 8 x 5 x 8-inches
(21cm x 12.75cm x 19cm)

�I found things in Darwin�s Routine that I had never seen before!�
     --Lance Burton

Not Coupon Eligible!   What A Bargain!   $90     s&h incl.

Viking Magic�s
Stainless Steel

Coin Clip
Viking Magic's Stainless Steel Coin
Clip is designed to be silent, smooth
working and versatile. The Coin Clip will
hold 4 US Half Dollars; 5 Nielsen Palming
Coins or 4 US Silver Dollars. It will even
hold billets and folded money. There is a
slight adjustment possible with our
flex-steel stainless so you may adjust
the fit to hold foreign coins as well.

Made of long lasting stainless steel, felt lined to eliminate �talking�. Also provided
are two holes at the back of the Coin Clip that will allow you to attach the Clip to
a reel, pull or pendulum vanish.

$25     s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-clip-viking/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/darwins-coin-bucket-by-jim-spence-trick/
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True Classics Of Magic
Mel Babcock�s

Supreme
Large Die Box

A classic that has played well
for years and years�and still

does!
Crafted by Mel Babcock, and
without question probably the
number one item that has earned

his reputation for �excellence� in craftsmanship.  This die box is handsomely made
from the finest walnut wood, and features the innovative principle (no turning of
the door knobs is required or necessary).  We�re making the educated guess, based
on the fact your getting these catalogs�you are already well familiar with the ad
copy and routine of this classic of magic.  At this price, and quality, anyone that
purchases a Babcock Die Box already is �in the know.�  That stated, we
would like to share some additional features:  Four doors (total) on the box.  Both
front doors are gimmicked.  Brass hinges and knobs.  Fabric-lined.  Bright white
die, 8 x 4.5 x 4.5-inches in size for greater visibility.

If you perform the die box and want to grab what is fast becoming a collector�s item
as well�this is a no-brainer.  The die box is a classic sucker effect that provides
comedy coupled with a solid routine which easily can fill up to five minutes in a
show.

Note: Default is a Walnut Version, but we also have some Mahogany with inlay.
Since each box is handmade, there may be minor differences with each piece and
photo is for visual aide purposes only.

�Sold with a �money back guarantee�. No one makes a better Die Box
than Mel Babcock!�  --Joe Stevens

$245 s&h incl.
Perfect Egg

Finally an EGG that is better than the old
Weller EGG! Swirl it in a glass and the pieces
of paper grow into a real EGG! Hard to
find...don�t miss out on this one!

The performer pulls a tissue from a small travel
pack and tears it up. Suddenly the tissue pieces
have transformed into an egg! The performer
reaches for a glass and breaks the real egg
into the glass. Impossible. Perfect Egg is a
high quality latex egg perfect for your
traditional Egg on Fan routine or any other
egg routine.

$25     s&h incl.
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Great Price, Good Quality
Jumbo King To Queen

OR
Jumbo Queen To King

Finally a jumbo changing card that plays great for parlor or
stage that is affordable!  Purchase a SINGLE card and it
will allow you the perform all kinds of routines.

Sample...Performer invites a spectator up to the platform or
stage and announces that they are to select a card that will
match the Jumbo Card.  The spectator does NOT see the
face of the Jumbo Card!  The performer ONLY shows the
Prediction Jumbo Card to the audience.  Then places the
card into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it back side to the
audience on a chair.  Spectator then selects a card from a
deck, holds it up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately, it
does NOT match the prediction shown to the audience! What
to do?  The performer brings the Jumbo Card out of the bag
or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!  The card
revealed has changed to the spectator�s chosen card!

Self-Working, Easy To Do!  Yes, most of you know how it works, of course, but
never have you been able to buy just ONE of the �GAFFED� cards that does the
work for you at such a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-inches tall x 10.5-
inches wide.

PURCHASE TWO CARDS, and you can perform a Wandering Royalty
or Wandering Lovers routine.  Choose a lady and gentleman to help you from
the audience. Produce the Queen explaining it will represent her.  The man will be
represented by the King.  You can show these cards freely and even turn them
360 degrees face up  (using a simple method).  You place the Queen card face
down on a table or stand, and then do the same with the King.   The audience has
clearly seen exactly what card you placed and where.  However, to the amazement,
when you go to turn over the cards - they have switched!  Where the Queen
was now there is the King and vice versa.  You can once again, turn the
cards front side towards the audience 360 degrees if desired.

Note: You can have color-coordinated bags
made for them such that after you show
the cards you place them inside either the
bag or envelope. Then when you remove
the card�it has changed from the Queen
to the King�or vice versa.  These cards do
�not� come with bags or envelopes�this is
a value added suggestion.

$25 each     s&h incl.

2 For...$40 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=jumbo+king+to+queen&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-king-to-queen-or-queen-to-king-single-card/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/10669/
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Hot From Chazpro

Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a
puzzle as a magic trick. The Finger Bird
will sit only on your finger. It will even
hop from one finger to another, yet
when you hand it to a spectator, they
cannot make him sit on their finger. Your
little Finger Bird can also perform as
The Amazing Birdini locating a
spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is
reached. You and your spectator�s will
have a lot of fun with this tiny little
Finger Bird!

Boy can you fool the boys at the magic club as the go crazy trying to
get the little bird to sit on their finger!

Available again for a limited time... these are in-stock now, but we
don�t know for how long!

$22.50     s&h incl.

Shamrock Cup
Combo

Coins vanish and appear with this
specially made cup. There are no end
to the routines possible. Coins vanish
one at a time and more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo
Colombini.  Also includes a sucker cup
that you hand out at the end of a
routine.

Spectators are asked to put the coins
into the cup and they can't! The coins
won�t even fit into the cup!

Use with U.S. Half Dollars or English
Pennies. (Provide your own coins). Easy
to do. No difficult sleights.

Extremely limited edition! Fewer than 50 sets available. These are not just thin
walled cups�when you see them and hold them I guarantee you�ll be impressed!

Excellent Quality!  $53     s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup-combo-chazpro/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
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Chazpro Classics

Magician�s Micro
Magnet & Shim Kit

With this exciting new Do-It-Yourself
Magic Kit, magicians can make a wide
variety of popular tricks worth hundreds
of dollars!

� Magnetic Rope Tricks
� Magnetic Thumb Tip
� Magnetic Card
� Rising Card
� Haunted Deck
� Magnetic Pens & Pencils
� Magnetic Dice
� Vanishing Coins
� PK Effects And more!

This kit features an assortment of specially selected Micro Magnets and custom
manufactured shims. The detailed instructions explain how to construct
the above tricks and also offers routine suggestions. Magnets are packed
in a special daisy wheel plastic case with snap lids, for convenience and safety.

$43     s&h incl.

PK Block
The block is placed on a table (not
leaned, like other methods). The
performer concentrates and causes it fall
over whenever he wants (no guessing
and stretching your patter, like other
methods). Block is again examinable and
the routine is repeatable.

You can even cover the block with a
large jar or pitcher, so no one can
suspect blowing or threads. The block
falling over in a �chamber� looks eerie!
For a different routine, raise goose
bumps on your spectators when a
�spirit� makes the block slide to the left
or right, in a �yes� or �no� séance routine.

Effects can be performed seated at a table, or standing.  The PK Block stands
3.5 inches tall, 1.5 inches wide and .75 inches thick and has a natural, unfinished
look.

$63     s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/new-pk-block-complete-by-chazpro-magic/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magicians-micro-magnet-kit/
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Cards With Predictions!
John Kennedy�s

Mind Power Deck
Spread a deck of cards face up on the
table and ask a spectator to look at any
card. No one else could possibly know
the card because he never touches or
names it. You concentrate, then slowly
but surely �read his mind� and name the
card!

You can repeat it immediately and it will
become even more baffling. In fact, even
if several people simultaneously look at

different cards you can read each person's mind and name his card correctly every
time! John Kennedy's Mind Power Deck is so eerie, so impossible, your
audience will be convinced that you possess a sixth sense.

Why is it so good? John Kennedy collaborated with master magician and mentalist
Tim Conover to create the ultimate mind reading deck. It can be shown as a
normal deck of 52 cards and even be handled by a spectator without them noticing
anything unusual. Yet you'll be able to �read their minds� correctly every time. And
there's no system to memorize because the deck does the work for you. You'll
absolutely love this trick!  Made in red-backed Bicycle playing cards.

$43 s&h incl.

Roberto Giobbi�s
TTTCBE

The Trick That Cannot Be
Explained

A tremendous variation of Dai
Vernon�s famous piece from �Dai
Vernon�s More Inner Secrets
of Card Magic� by Lewis Ganson.

Imagine... the performer shows an
envelope and he says it contains a
prediction.  The spectator shuffles
and cuts his own deck and with obvious freedom selects a card.  Upon looking in
the envelope, it is found that it contains exactly the same card from another deck�
a perfect prediction!

�Vernon�s most important contributions to magic were how he explored methods
and effects pertaining to the thought of card, as well as multiple outs.  He was
brilliant in the field of multiple outs!�  --Persi Diaconis

 Don�t Miss This One!  Not Just Another Card Trick!    $27.50 s&h incl.
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Power Of The Mind

Todd Landman Presents...
Cogito Ergo Sum II

This is a book test with a real difference.  The performer
is able to provide a scintillating journey through the world
of philosophy�reveal an entire page of information that
has been chosen randomly by a participant in the
audience�and unveil an additional mystery that naturally
links into another routine typically used by mystery
entertainers.

This new release takes the original Cogito Ergo Sum
to a new level, with beautiful line drawings of each
philosopher in the book, The World�s Greatest
Philosophers, a new pocket size paper book that fits

in a jacket pocket for
walk around and business presentations�has a
new kicker finish that is a perfect link for further
explorations in non-duality.

The book comes ready to perform with printed
instructions on the background concepts and
ideas for enhancing the performance.  Line
drawings are from Phill Smith of Sushi Design.

$40     s&h incl.

Sanctum 6
Gypsy Curse

The Sanctum Card is now a truly
remarkable piece of mentalism. The
card can be used for a number of quick
mysteries, or give the spectator the
power to reveal the contents of a room
in memorable detail, a room they�ve
never seen before!

This is cutting edge mentalism which uses storytelling, visualization and confirmation,
to give the audience a powerful and immersive experience. The card also contains
many short one-off routines, if your audience fancy a quickie.

On top of this we have included a selection of high quality bonus routines.
This is not a trick but a whole concept, a complex world whose mysteries are
revealed to you in the comprehensive manuscript. A deeply compelling experience
that will continue to haunt the audience well after the show is over Includes a 5.5
x 7.5-inches, 46 page booklet and laminated full-color Sanctum Card.

$30 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/gypsy-curse-sanctum-6-by-outlaw-effects/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cogito-ergo-sum-ii-dr-todd-landman/
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Quality Wallet From Japan
Magnet Himber

Wallet
Also called the �W� wallet.  This is
unquestionable the finest himber-style
wallet on the market. Each one is hand
made by a craftsman in Japan.  This is
the favorite wallet of Auke Van
Dokkum and, in fact, he often uses it
in his Tommy Wonder Ring, Watch
and Wallets that he produces (also
available from Stevens Magic).  The
genius of the wallet is the magnetic
application that allows the perform to
actually hand out the wallet to a
spectator and have �them� open the
wallet!  Think about the subtlety and
power of such an act, when you hand
the wallet over to a spectator and they
open it to reveal what you (the magician)
want them too!

Bonus: When your purchase this wallet
from Stevens Magic�you will get
Scryer�s powerful coin bending

routine that you can use with this wallet. This one effect alone is worth
purchasing the wallet.  But, of course, you can do many other things with it.
Himber wallets are used in their basic application to make money, billets, cards
either disappear, appear or change.

Sample Effect:  Magician places a piece of paper that has crudely been drawn to
resemble a $100 bill, puts it into the wallet, hands it to a spectator and when they
open it�it has magically changed into a real $100 bill!

This is NOT a Z-Fold Wallet. It�s made from exceptional quality leather.  The wallet
opens from the same direction.  You can even have a spectator open wallet.  No
sleights required, exceptionally easy to do allowing you to focus on presentation.
Comes with Wallet and for a limited time�Neal Scryer�s Coin Bend Routine featured
in �Neal Scryer and Friends.�  Dimensions Approximately 4 x 7.25-inches (10cm
x 18.5cm).  More details are available on our website.

$85 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet/
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House Of Magic Presents...
Cleopatra�s Necklace

An ancient Egyptian necklace decorated with
10 golden cartouches is shown. The cartouches
are inscribed 0 through 9 on their rear. The
necklace is placed on a table number side down
displaying their identical hieroglyphic design.
The cartouches are then randomly moved
around the necklace�s ring by a spectator,
allowing their order to be mixed up. The
performer turns his back enabling a spectator
to move any quantity of cartouches 0 up to 9

around the necklace�s ring one side to the other, leaving them
repositioned so the performer can have no idea how many cartouches
have just been moved. Once this has been completed, the performer
turns around and immediately flicks over one of the cartouches number
side up inwardly to the center of the necklace�s ring, to the amazement
of all, the exposed inscribed number displays the exact number of how
many cartouches have just been moved.

Important Note: This is a multi-phase routine.  Each effect crescendo�s
until the finale.  We strongly encourage you to review our website for
complete details.

 $130     s&h incl.

Cinema Vérité
Hand out postcards with over 30 different
film posters to the audience. You have no
idea who has which film poster. Have anyone
choose one and think about the title. They
read the names of the films from the
postcards, and you stop them exactly on the
film they are thinking of.  Do it again with

someone else. They think of a film and read the same list of titles. You know which
film someone is thinking of every time!  Do it 10 times with 10 different
spectators in all different parts of the room. Everyone reads the same list of film titles.
You always know who is thinking of which film.

An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the 32 postcards.
Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners. Complete
with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case.  Don�t want to lug 32 postcards
around? Just slip 10 or 12 into your pocket and still perform it exactly the same
way.  Perform it anytime, anywhere with anyone who can read and think.
Do it over and over with one spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators. It
is strong, powerful mentalism that works with adults in almost any venue.

$45     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cinema-verite-jim-kleefeld/
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Chameleon Box &
Silk

Good Condition

Thayer Antiquities
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Money Machine
Maker

Good Condition

Jack Gwynne�s
Rabbit Box

Good Condition

Three Boxes, A Dove
& A Mysterious

Flight
Good Condition

Flip Over Dove
Vanish

Good Condition

Mirage
Good Condition

Haunted Chinese
Bird Chest

Good Condition

One Hand
Production Cabinet

Good Condition

Yo Ho Ho & A Bottle
Of Rum

Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Thayer Antiquities

New Pieces Added Every Month!  Over 200 Thayer Pieces
will be offered.  These are just a small sampling!

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!

316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Colonial Table With
Three Wells

Good Condition Wrist Chopper
(Milbourne Christopher

Collection)
Good Condition

Combine Contrast
Screen With Shelf
Attachment (Large)
Complete With Set
of Red Billiard Balls
Very Good Condition

Elephant Head
Side Table

(From Bobo�s Show)
Top was replaced.

Good Condition

Billiard Ball Set
(White) With

Diminishing Ball
Very Good Condition

Mento Mystery
Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Steven Dick Classics
The Excelsior Coin

Wand Plus
AKA 5 In 1 Wand

Finally, at last, a professional unique coin wand!

You can produce an unlimited number of US Half
Dollars, from thin air at the tip of this beautiful magic
wand.

PLUS:
�  Produce a silk from thin air.
�  Load a card into an envelope.
�  Load a card into an egg.
�  Load a bill into an egg.

The perfect accessory for the famous
Miser�s Dream effect.  The Excelsior
Coin Wand is a classic effect from the past!

The wand is 12-inches long and the half dollar can be shown on both sides.  Comes
complete with accessory kit (which includes: coin, extra rubberbands, a special
tool, detailed instructions and routines).

Top Quality!   $185 s&h incl.

Moo-ooM Milk
AKA The Aerostatic Milk Bottle

The amazing anti-gravity effect from the golden past!

Excellent for all audiences.  Milk bottle is pure glass.
Pure magic and entertainment.  Fools everyone.  Self-
working.  Top quality.  Great for science exhibits.

Performer shows a full pitcher of milk.  He then pours
a full bottle of milk into the milk bottle, places a card
over the top of the milk bottle and turns the milk bottle
completely over.  Upon removing the card, the magic
starts.  Viola!  The milk remains suspended,
encapsulated within the bottle.  It does �NOT�
pour out as it should! The performer asks the

audience to call out the magic orders, �Moo-ooM� and at this command the milk
bottle empties out completely or a little at a time.

Limited quantities available.  Comes complete with a bottle of OOM (Milk
Magic), milk bottle, pitcher, detailed instructions and routine.

$75 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Magic Latex Best Sellers

Endless Bananas
Two real-looking bananas are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these bananas you can
perform the classic routine of endless bananas, in which
you show a banana, put it in a paper bag and magically
appears another banana in the other hand, you take it,
and put it in the same place than the other, and
immediately, another banana appears in your free hand.

You can repeat the sequence as many times as you want.  Two bananas are
supplied, a paper bag and instructions with eight color step-by-step
manipulation photographs, describing the method used for the
multiplication of bananas.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Endless Carrots
Two real-looking carrots are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these carrots you can
perform the classic routine of Endless Bananas, in
which you show a banana, put it in a paper bag and
them magically appears another banana in the other
hand, you take it, and put it in the same place than
the other, and immediately, another banana appears
in your free hand. You can repeat the sequence as
many times as you want.  Two Carrots are supplied, a paper bag and
instructions with eight color step-by-step manipulation photographs,
describing the method used for the multiplication of carrots.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Magic Apple Juice
You walk onstage holding a flat apple juice
container, you simulate to drink using a straw and
in one moment you produce a red apple from
inside!  Impossible!  You�ll need to get closer than
3-feet to realize that the apple is not real!  An
easy-to-do visual effect that you can use as an
opener or to finish your show or you can also use
it anytime in the show because all is self-contained.

You can make the apple appear using flash paper,
produce it from inside a cookbook or from
anyplace you want.  You will receive:  a hand
painted apple, reinforced container, special

gimmick, a straw, step-by-step instructions with pictures.
$35     s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-apple-juice-magic-latex/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/endless-bananas-magic-latex/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/endless-carrots-magic-latex/
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Bill Montana Treasures
Match Box Shiner

The shiner itself is ultra thin and made from
polished stainless steel and is set into the match
box at an angle to give its user the easiest of
peeks. Can be used to peek the top card or the
bottom card in a deck while dealing. This does

take a bit of practice but once the
skill is learned it�s well worth it.
These will be a very limited
edition and only about 50 of
these will be available.

The stainless used to craft these is
26Cr-1Mo ferritic stainless steel chosen for its reflective ability when the surface is
polished. This type of stainless will attract a magnet but that should not be a
problem for those wearing PK rings.

This type of clandestine shiner was common in back room gambling games around
the turn of the 19th Century and was used from time to time on riverboats. This
type of shiner is rather rare and seems to only survive in a few private collection
and some old pictures can be found in some of the early books on crooked gambling.

$30 s&h incl.

Alpha Spinning Nickels
These Alpha Spinning Nickels will pay for your
beer and other drinks for years to come!  Nickels are
great�because you can easily palm �both� gimmicked
version in one hand, and wait for the mark to call out
�Heads� or �Tails� and then come out with the right
coin (depending on the advantage you want)!  The
quality is exceptional!

The Alpha Spinning Nickels are set of two matched
date US nickels�one will only spin heads and the
other will spin tails. The coins are not double-sided like the other gaffed head-tail
coins. So they will pass normal examination.  The gaff is very hard to detect even
when you know how it works. If these coins are placed with other coins of the
same type on a table it is difficult to tell which is gaffed and which is not.   These
special coins made from real modern coins.  Comes with basic instructions for use
and the instructions include some tips on how to identify these coins should you
get them mixed up in your pocket change.

Warning: These coins are extremely normal looking and easy to spend in a soda,
snack machine or over the counter. Please be careful when carrying them in your
pocket. This is one item that every magician should have!

$25 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-match-box-shiner-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alpha-spinning-nickles-bill-montana-exclusive/
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Grab Their Attention
One Quart Low!

A quart of cooking oil is poured into a borrowed hat (bag or
purse) exhausting the entire contents of the can!  The oil
completely vanishes and the borrowed container is just fine!

Or, how will they react when you drink the entire can of
oil?  Pretty slippery business!  This routine will make them
laugh and is something they will surely remember!  This
product is unbelievable�it will fool even YOU!  It looks so
real as the can is tilted and the oil flows freely from the can.

It�s the perfect icebreaker for an MC, performer, comedian
or clown.  A great addition to your comedy arsenal.

       Available Again!     $40     s&h incl.

Steve Darci�s
Spongeball Toolbox & DVD

This toolbox contains everything you need:  sponge
balls, purse frame and DVD with over two hours of
personal instructions.  The best ever collection of useful
sponge ball moves, routines and advice for all skill levels.
Featuring a brand new sponge ball effect, �The Flat
Ball,�  with special props included.

From organized show to impromptu�lots of sponge
ball tricks and routines for every performing situation
from special guests George Schindler, David Ginn, Dan Garrett, Pat Page,
Gary Darwin, Frank Zak and Albert Goshman.

        $22.50     s&h incl.

Tim Sonefelt�s
Goof Ball

The magician shows a colored ball and
drops it into a paper bag NOT shown
previously empty. Claiming extraordinary
powers he states that he will change the

ball�s color.  Making a magical gesture over the bag, he removes a ball of a different
color and tells everyone that it is the original ball. Stating that the process is reversible,
he returns the ball to the bag and with another mystic pass removes a ball of the
original color. This is repeated as the audience expresses that the performer has
been switching the balls and that there are really TWO in the bag�not one. The
performer admits this is true but explains that the second ball has nothing to do
with the magic. He removes the �extra� ball showing that it is a golf ball!

$15 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Gary Plants Presents...

Hofzinser
Transparent Card

Stevens Magic previously sold a Jumbo
Version of this from Terry Herbert
years ago and we are pleased to offer
a standard version. This is a red-backed
bicycle card that when held up to a light
source shows as the Ace of Clubs (you
see the Ace of Clubs THROUGH the
back of the card). However, as the card
is moved away from the light source it is
turned face up and has now somehow
changed into a red spot card.  You must
see this to believe it!

$22.50     s&h incl.

The Magic Card
This is a small packet version of The
Protean Deck. Three cards are selected
� the King of Hearts, the Jack of
Spades and the Ace of Hearts. A small
packet of �magic cards� is removed
from the magician�s pocket. When the
King of Hearts is placed on the bottom
of the packet, the entire packet is now
seen to consist of nothing but King of
Hearts. Then the Jack of Spades is
placed on the bottom of the packet and
the entire packet consists of nothing but
Jack of Spades. This is repeated a third
time with the Ace of Hearts.

Fantastic!   $20     s&h incl.

Box Card Gaff
Back (or face) of a card on one side and the
box on the other side. Lots of possibilities.

�Gary Plants who is renowned for his work
with gimmicked cards, came up with another
method which, with his awesome
craftsmanship, is totally deceptive and which
leaves the spectator with no clue as to how it
could be done.�

--Phil Willmarth

$7.50     s&h incl.
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Gary Plants Magic

Longer & Leaner
All cards are fairly shown of both sides. A Queen is stretched
to almost twice the original size and then �VISIBLY� shrinks
to her original size. Immediately all cards are shown on
both sides and there is nothing to be found. This is a very
nice version of Peter Kane�s �Elongated Lady� effect.
This routine is based upon Don England�s routine �Long
and Lean.�

$22.50     s&h incl.

Robert-Houdin�s
Protean Pack

Of Cards
Three cards are selected by three
spectators�the King of Hearts, the Jack
of Spades and the Ace of Hearts. When
the King of Hearts is placed on the
bottom of the deck, the entire deck is
now seen to consist of nothing but King
of Hearts. Then, the Jack of Spades is
placed on the bottom of the deck and
the entire deck consists of nothing but
Jack of Spades. This is repeated once
more with the Ace of Hearts. At the end,
all of the cards are once again seen to
be ordinary.

Lower Price!  $32.50     s&h incl.

Shimmed Card
Red or Blue

These cards are shimmed in the center and will attract to a magnet. They are
considered to be one of the finest quality shim cards available on the market today.
Additionally, only court cards are used to add extra appeal.  Please specify RED
or BLUE when ordering!

$12.50     s&h incl.

�No one makes gaffed cards like Gary Plants!� --Joe Stevens

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/longer-and-leaner-gary-plants/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shim-card-gary-plants/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/protean-deck-robert-houdin-gary-plants/
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Too Good To Pass Up!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other
promotion or special.  Some items are non-discountable or

listed as a special price are not eligible for this coupon.
Expires 7-30-13

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be

applied retroactively!

TAKE20

Steve Fearson�s
Web Spinner

Created by JoeJoe and presented by Steve
Fearson.  This gimmick and DVD takes the fear out of
invisible thread work.  Pop the Web Spinner in your
pocket and you are ready to levitate, animate and suspend
objects impromptu!

STRIP IT!  The Web Spinner turns the tedious part
of invisible thread work into simplicity.  It almost strips
the thread for you.  SPOOL IT!  Functioning as a
spooler, the Web Spinner can release a predetermined
length of thread before stopping and locks it in place.

And it does this with no motors, no batteries and not elastic bands.  You can
replace the thread as easily as tying your shoelaces!   If you have given up thread
because of frustration... the Web Spinner will make you fall in love again.  If you
need thread quickly, this is the answer.  The DVD has a plethora of information
and is a goldmine of information.  See website for more information.

�This is awesome!� --Jeff McBride
Gimmick With DVD...$33     s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Publishing Presents...
The Key To Professional
Magic:  The Real Secrets

By Adam Milgate
Do you want to make a living doing magic? If
so, first read this book. If you want to earn $50,000
- $100,00 doing magic�This Book Tells You
How!  What would you pay for a wealth of knowledge
that would save you YEARS of trial-and-error?

Read this book, and you will acquire a masters'
degree... It's ALL here�ore �real� secrets than you
could ever imagine. The most definitive book on
the subject is available NOW!  This book will

open your mind with respect to the theory approach to making your magic better.
Whether you want to become a full-time professional magician, or whether you
just want to add the �WOW Factor� to the magic you already do, this book can
help. It will definitively answer the question of how to make YOUR magic better.
Whatever your level and whatever style of magic you do, from strolling close-up to
stage illusion shows, following the advice and exercises in this book will simply
make you better at what you do.

It will give you practical, step-by-step lists to work through which will:
� Prepare you by helping you assess the level of professional status that you want
to/can achieve.  � Give you a real-world appreciation, pros & cons involved in
switching from your day job to professional magic.  � Help you weed out the tricks
that don't work for you and remove distractions on your path to success.
� Finally solve the puzzle�What is a �commercial� trick? Use the book's
�Commercial Index� to find out.  � The �Four Ps� system will help you precisely
structure each trick to maximize its effect on your audience. � How to �modularize
� your shows to cater for a wide range of environments and audiences with just
one or two core acts.  � How to develop and routine a back-up act in case your
show gets lost in transit, including a real-world professional example. (See website
for more detailed information!)

If this isn't enough, you will also get access to free spreadsheet
and database templates for Microsoft Office products that will
help you at every stage of your journey. These are downloaded
from our specially pass-worded website.

Written by a professional for magicians who are really
committed to making ever trick they do count. Whether you're
an amateur wanting to boost your tricks' impacts or a part-
time or aspiring professional wanting to take your career to
the next level, this book is a revolutionary system for making
your magic better-for you, your audiences and magic in general.

$65 s&h incl.
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Dr. Todd Landman...
Épistémentalogie

Épistémentalogie combines insights from epistemology,
philosophy of science, metaphysics and the history of
ideas with mentalism, bizarre magic and the mystery arts
in ways that remain intriguing, enchanting and above all
else, entertaining for audiences.

This book advances a post-pseudo-psychological paradigm
for mystery entertainment that makes philosophy the
meta-premise for performance.

Section I provides an overview of the academic magician,
which has formed over many years of Dr. Landman's experience in academia as a
professor of political science and as a magician who has performed publicly since
1977. Or what you get when you combine the Da Vinci Code, the Dead Poets
Society and The Paper Chase!

Section II shows how the idea of
Épistémentalogie combines the concept of
epistemology with the power of the mind and is
framed around three critical questions that this
approach poses at the outset:  How do you know
what you know?  How do I know what you know?
What do we know that matters?

Section III offers eight routines (Venus & Void,
Guardians Of The Mind, Ring Of Gyges,
Leviathan, Real Free Will, The Veil, The
Beetle and Of Virtues & Solids) that reflect
the overall concept here: narrative-based routines
and effects that are steeped in philosophical and
metaphysical ideas, use methods from magic and
mentalism and provide an exploration of deeper
concerns of human existence.

Section IV entitled Épistémentalogie Unplugged offers a fully scripted
performance based on the ideas contained in Section III combined with other
hard-hitting mentalism routines using nothing more than a MindSpy wallet and a
Sharpie pen!

With over 120 pages and 20,000 words, the book comes as a hardback with
original artwork from Peter Howells, Iain Dunford and Phill Smith and original
photos that help illustrate and explain all the routines.

Described as a manifesto for a new way of performing mentalism and mystery
entertainment, Épistémentalogie is sure to be part of any serious performer's
library!

$60 s&h incl.
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Dr. Todd Landman Exclusives
The Bequeathment

The Bequeathment is an emotionally deep multi-
phased routine for advanced mystery entertainers.
It combines object-based readings, direct-mind
reading and an uncanny demonstration of historical
precognition.

Phase one is an object-based reading with five
family heirlooms. The reading begins with one
participant and can extend to others in the audience.

Phase two is a demonstration of direct-mind
reading as each participant�s choice of an heirloom
is revealed to them and connected to them in a
special way.

Phase three is a remarkable prediction from the
past that would haunt the most hardened skeptics. The book discusses the patter
and presentation, supplies and sourcing, alternative methods, and object-based
readings. Perfect for parlor, small theatres and private parties.

$40 s&h incl.

Macrocosm
Imagine giving a powerful reading that evokes deep
reflection on a querent�s position in the cosmos with
just one card.

Macrocosm captures the mystery tradition from the
Emerald Tablet to the modern Tarot�all in one complex
but easy to navigate image on one card. The card
comprises complex imagery from the tarot, esoteric
philosophy, Hermetic history, color, smells, feelings,

senses and spiritual
pathways. The reading
is flexible and dynamic,
and can move in many
different directions as
the reader works with the querent.

Macrocosm comes with a small and large card
digitally printed on heavy card stock and a book
that explains the whole system and that includes
essays on how to use the system from Enrique
Enriquez (Tarology), Scott Grossberg (Deck
of Shadows), Les Cross (Astrogem
Geomancy) and Tony Razzano.

$40 s&h incl.
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Just Made It!
The Magic House Of

Babcock
�The Story And Magic Of  Mel

Babcock�
By Michael S. Richman

For more than 25 years, Mel Babcock has turned
out magnificent, crafted, collector-quality magic
props. The Magic House Of Babcock is a
wonderful adventure of a man�s passion for
learning the art of magic, performing and
developing a talent for woodworking. It is a story
that shares the creativity, challenge and motivation
of one man in his journey to build quality magic
apparatus.

This is an 8 x 11-inch, hard bound volume with dust jacket. It contains 192 pages
printed on glossy paper. Included are product descriptions and approximately 150
photographs, as well as a 20-page color gallery of many of the magic props built
by Mr. Babcock himself. Supply limited to 500 autographed copies.

With encouragement from William King, the book was written by Michael S.
Richman of Germantown, Maryland.  Mr. Richman is a magic hobbyist and collector
of fine apparatus. He works in the field of biotechnology where he helps manage
and develop pharmaceuticals and biologic
products.

�I thoroughly enjoyed the book�top
quality and you can�t get anything
better! Mel Babcock is one of today�s
top makers of magic and I highly
recommend the book for all collectors.�

--Ray Goblet, Watertown, MA

�Fantastic book! Real high end!�
--Andy Martin, Spicewood, TX

�I am delighted. The quality is outstanding.�
--Jay Reidy, Stratford, CT

�Great book! The photos are super.�
--Bob Tysi, Naperville, IL

$55 s&h incl.
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Automatic 2-Way

Prediction Envelope
By Wayne Rogers

Wayne Rogers is a full-time professional
magician and magic manufacture living in
Auckland, New Zealand, where he performs

as �Chicane��Mystery Entertainer.   Stevens Magic
is excited and honored to work with Wayne on this
incredible project.  Tricky envelopes are a special interest
and the Automatic 2-Way Prediction Envelope, is

the one he currently uses in all his shows.   This book not only features this effect
by Wayne, but also contributions from the following professionals give their twist
as well:  Paul Romhany, Stefan Olschewski, Greg Arce,  Emerson/
Osterlind, Luca Volpe, Andrew Gerard, Richards Webster and Chris
Matthewson.  This book is exceptionally detailed with high resolution color images
and step-by-step instructions, which will make it easy for you to create this
exceptionally powerful utility.  Just as it is powerful, it is also versatile�as it can be
used in regular magic, card magic and, of course, mentalism...

Book includes:  Elmer�s No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement (4FL OZ - 118ml).
Books is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound and has 46 pages.  Access more
information on this book on our website.

$43 s&h incl.

The Mental Magic Of
Bill Montana

Volume 1
By Bill Montana

Bill Montana has a large following because he
provides �outside the box� effects and ideas. This
offering has over 14 contributions from routines, to
what I call �enlightenments� because they are
applications and subtleties that you can incorporate
that you (most likely) have never before imagined.

Contents include:  The Pesky Fly Prediction,
No Scent - The Psychology Of The Invisible,
Sixvolopes, The Nut , The Copper Lion, Momento, The Telekinetic Coin
Smoke, Up And Down Shuffle by Bob Mason, The Signing Metal Rod,
Incombustible Linen, The Attraction Of Money, The Door Of Opportunity
and In The Pocket

Book is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound with 43 pages.  Access website for
more information on this incredible book!

$55 s&h incl.
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Highly Anticipated DVDs
T.A. Water�s

Miracles Of  The Mind
Volumes 1 & 2

One of the cornerstone books in the field of mentalism is
inarguably T.A. Waters' Mind, Myth & Magick. This
massive tome�a monument to a lifetime of work in the

mystery arts�has become an almost standard
reference work for anyone aspiring to become
a mentalist.

Volume 1:  Foleroll, Catomanic, Verball,
Spectri, Symbo-Chart, Mythadventure,
Speculusion and Blackard.  T.A. Talks:
Predictions, Working With A Spectator, Doing
Other Magician�s Material and more!

Volume 2:  Synchroincidence, Trionic, Cutout,
Count Frame, Quindary, Gypsee, Neo-Paper
and Thrink. T.A. Talks:  Playing Cards,
Hecklers, Mentalism or Mental Magic and more!

$35 each     s&h incl.

Oscar Munoz�s
Live

2-DVD Set
Oscar Munoz brings more than 27 years of
experience as a professional motivational
speaker and master comedic magician.  He is a
leading specialist in educational and motivational
magic shows for students at all grade levels.  He
is the first American to receive the International
Children�s Entertainer Championship in
Blackpool, England.

On this 2-DVD set, watch as Oscar performs
his workers in his 50-minute show. The billiard
balls, the rings, his 2 Rope Routine and more�
plus a revealing conversation with Kozmo about
developing comedy in magic.

You�ll be amazed at what�s inside�Live Show, 2 Rope Trick, 3 Rope Trick,
Linking Rings, Billiard Balls, Balloon Swallow, Mouse in Bag And MORE!

$53     s&h incl.
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